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This document lists all errors in the second printing of the book that are known to the authors as of January 12, 2008. We will be grateful to readers who bring additional errors to our attention. Please e-mail gshafer@rutgers.edu.

p. 25, bottom line of the caption to Fig. 1.8: “if the price has gone up to $8” → “if the price has gone up to $9” (we are grateful to Rory Kulz for spotting this)

p. 37: The caption to the photograph should read “Émile Borel (1871–1956), briefly minister of the French navy.”


p. 196, line 3 of Proposition 8.14: “nonnegative martingale” → “non-negative measure-theoretic martingale”

p. 306, second full paragraph (beginning with “Proposition 12.1”): Swap “Dambis (1965) and Dubins and Schwarz (1965)” and “Meyer (1971) and Papandeliou (1972)”.

p. 391, reference 269, line 2: Bergründung → Begründung

p. 397: Lindeberg’s two papers (references [357] and [358]) are out of order.

p. 414+: the entry for Jackson’s book still has “Principle” instead of “Principal”.